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Abstract — As digital convergence of home networking and 

broadcasting technologies is being accelerated, it becomes 
increasingly important to achieve interoperability of not only 
heterogeneous devices but also various types of services. 
Therefore, in this paper, we describe the design and 
implementation of architecture for interoperability of data 
broadcasting and home networking services based on the 
ACAP middleware and the UMB stack. The proposed 
architecture provides a TV-centric user interface capable of 
managing home networking services using TV sets, by 
applying Java TV Xlet interface and HAVi user interface APIs 
for home networking services such as data broadcasting 
services. In addition, it provides data broadcasting services 
through metadata and media streaming for home networked 
devices without ACAP middleware1. 
 

Index Terms — ACAP, UMB, Data Broadcasting, Home 

Networking, Interoperability.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of the digital era, the role of data 
broadcasting services in providing users with value-added 
information through their TV sets has become important. 
Meanwhile, home networking services that control 
heterogeneous devices are now in the spotlight.  

Data broadcasting services can be launched automatically or 
by request after switching to another service and must release the 
resources they have used when terminated. The set-top box or 
receiver needs a middleware to launch these services and to 
manage their lifecycle. In the present work, we focus on data 
broadcasting services, based on the Advanced Common 
Application Platform (ACAP) middleware, currently being 
serviced through digital terrestrial broadcasting in Korea [1]. 

In addition, demand for home networking services that 
interconnect, control, and monitor heterogeneous home 
networked devices is growing exponentially. The Universal 
Middleware Bridge (UMB) provides a key solution for 
interoperability of heterogeneous home networked devices 
supporting different middleware such as HAVi, Jini, LonWorks, 
and UPnP [2]. 

In an endeavor to integrate data broadcasting and home 
networking technologies, we propose architecture for 
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interoperability of data broadcasting and home networking 
services based on the ACAP middleware and the UMB stack in 
the present work. 

The proposed architecture provides convenient TV-centric 
user interface for controlling home networking services by 
applying HAVi user interface and Java TV Xlet interface 
defined in the ACAP middleware to the design of user interface 
and the lifecycle model of home networking services. In 
addition, the proposed approach provides ACAP middleware-
based data broadcasting services for home networked devices 
without ACAP middleware through metadata such as graphics 
resolution, video format and transport protocol, and media 
streaming 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
provides a brief description of related work. Section 3 focuses 
on architecture for interoperability of data broadcasting and 
home networking services. The implementation environment of 
the present work is then described in section 4. Finally, we 
summarize and conclude this paper in section 5.  

II. RELATED WORK 

As a middleware for data broadcasting services, the ACAP 
is the standard for harmonization of the Multimedia Home 
Platform (MHP), OpenCable Application Platform (OCAP), 
and Digital TV Applications Software Environment (DASE) 
maintained by the Advanced Television Systems Committee 
(ATSC). The ACAP specifies Java technology as the 
application environment language. It also defines a suite of 
APIs that include most of the Java TV APIs, HAVi user 
interface, Digital Audio Visual Council (DAVIC) APIs, and 
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) APIs. The ACAP is 
applicable for specifications and standards that are designed to 
provide consumers with advanced interactive data 
broadcasting services [1, 7, 9, 10, 11].  

With the emergence of home network technologies, various 
kinds of home networked devices supporting heterogeneous 
middleware exist in the home. Currently most available home 
network middleware such as HAVi, Jini, LonWorks, and 
UPnP, are not compatible with each other, despite that they are 
physically connected because they have quite different 
command and communication protocol. The UMB 
dynamically maps physical devices in all different middleware 
domains into virtually abstract devices in the UMB domain 
and enables all home devices overlaid on heterogeneous 
networks to be seen as virtually abstract devices in the same 
middleware domain. As such, it guarantees interoperability of 
heterogeneous home network devices that support UPnP, 
LonWorks, IEEE1394, USB, etc [2, 3]. 
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The Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) delivers 
guidelines based on a framework of open standards to ensure 
interoperability between manufactures’ devices and provides a 
common baseline of media formats to ensure interoperability 
at the media level. The DLNA’s guidelines incorporate the 
popular UPnP standard, which will enable devices to identify 
themselves automatically on a home network [4]. 

III. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

It is important to seamlessly converge data broadcasting and 
home networking services. Figure 1 shows the software 
architecture for interoperability of data broadcasting and home 
networking services between a receiver and home networked 
devices based on the ACAP middleware and the UMB stack. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Software architecture 

 
An ACAP receiver provides data broadcasting services with 

the aid of ACAP middleware, while a home server is a central 
hub that links heterogeneous home networked devices together 
and controls and monitors them remotely through the UMB 
stack. 

A. ACAP Middleware for Data Broadcasting Service 

ACAP applications are functional implementations of data 
broadcasting services. Figure 2 shows the software architecture 
of the ACAP middleware developed by ETRI based on an 
ACAP-J environment. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Software architecture of the ACAP middleware 

 
The core components in the software stack of the ACAP 

middleware are as follows. 

The Navigator is a special application resident in a receiver; 
that is, it is not an ACAP application provided by the object 
carousel. This allows the user to select services and run any 
available application, and if possible interact on it [4]. 

The application manager (AM) is responsible for managing 
the application lifecycle and efficiently utilizing the limited 
resources of a receiver [1, 5]. 

The Digital Storage Media Command and Control (DSM-
CC) is used for downloading broadcasted applications through 
object and data carousels [6]. 

The DAVIC is used for filtering sections from MPEG-2 
transport stream packets, tuning frequencies, and managing 
resources such as filters and tuners [7]. 

The Program and System Information Protocol (PSIP) is 
used for constructing interactive electronic program guides to 
aid navigation of channels in DTV receivers from system data 
tables carried in digital broadcasting [8].  

The HAVi user interface (UI) is used for constructing the 
root container, i.e. HScene. The HAVi UI allows applications, 
written in Java, to determine the user interface capabilities of 
its host display device, accept input from the user, draw to the 
screen and play audio clips. It consists of lightweight 
components, i.e. they have no native peers and all graphics are 
rendered using Java. The main reasons for inventing a specific 
set of lightweight components are that the interfaces and 
behaviors of the HAVi UI are more precisely targeted to 
consumer electronic devices and that the footprint of the JVM 
is reduced since less native code has to be provided [1, 9, 10]. 

The Java TV includes the core application model and the 
lifecycle based on the Xlet interface, access to broadcast 
services either via Java TV itself or via the Java Media 
Framework (JMF), and access to service information, while 
support for control over video or audio content is handled via 
JMF [5, 11].  

The ACAP middleware includes a series of actions to 
provide data broadcasting services that identify application 
information table carried in transport stream packets, 
download a broadcasted ACAP application known as an Xlet 
using DSM-CC object and data carousels, run the Xlet, and 
manage its lifecycle through the AM.  

 

B. UMB for Home Networking Service 

The UMB is a middleware bridge to provide interoperability 
of heterogeneous home network middleware in the 
wired/wireless home network environment.  

Figure 3 shows the software architecture of the UMB.  
The UMB-Core is independent of each middleware, and it 

manages message exchanges among middleware occurring in 
the process of device plug-in/out, device control, and event 
subscription/notification. The SDM (Service Device Manager) 
is responsible for managing the digital home network. The 
SDM consists of a SDM adaptor and SDM modules. The SDM 
adaptor collects device information from UMB adaptors 
corresponding to each middleware, and the SDM modules are 
used for managing and running home networking services and 
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include the CM (Configuration Manager), DM (Device 
Manager), EM (Event Manager), RM (Resource Manager), 
and SM (Service Manager). The CM maintains location 
information of home networked devices using a location 
database. The DM maps physical devices into logical virtual 
abstract devices, and manages registration and un-registration 
of virtual devices. The EM controls event registration and 
event notification. The RM setups the relationship between a 
service and a device, and controls collisions in the resources 
(or devices) needed for running home networking services. 
The SM installs various home networking services, manages 
the running list of services, and provides users with dynamic 
control functionality for services. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Software architecture of the UMB 

 

C.  Interoperability of Data Broadcasting and Home 
Networking Services 

In order to seamlessly link data broadcasting services with 
home networking services in an ACAP receiver, it is efficient 
to apply a coherent interface for managing home networking 
services in conjunction with data broadcasting services.  

Therefore, we construct home networking services with the 
Java TV Xlet interface and with the HAVi UI, e.g., such as for 
the data broadcasting services. In doing so, the AM can 
manage the lifecycle of home network services and efficiently 
utilize the limited resources of the receiver.  

In Figure 1, the ACAP receiver extracts the application 
information table (AIT) from MEPG-2 transport stream 
packets by means of section filtering, downloads ACAP 
applications related to the AIT using DSM-CC, and launches 
an application among them for providing data broadcasting 
services. For controlling home networking services in an 
ACAP receiver, a service proxy (SP) connects to a service 
broker (SB) by using a simple service discovery protocol 
(SSDP) discovery message; it also requests the list including 
devices and services for all home networked devices using a 
queryServiceList message. The SB creates a list of all devices 
and services through the UMB and sends the list to the SP. If a 
user selects a service from the list, the SP sends a service ID 
and a device ID for the service to the SB. The SB then finds a 

service Xlet related to the device ID and the service ID, and 
notifies it to the SP. The SP delivers a Register service event 
to inform the AM. In the same manner, whenever the SB 
detects a device plug-in, it sends a notifyOnlineState message 
to the SP, and finds an appropriate service Xlet. The SP 
downloads the service Xlet and sends the Register service 
event to inform the AM of the arrival of the new service.  

Table I shows service events between the SP and the AM. 
 

TABLE I 

SERVICE EVENTS 

Event Meaning When 

     Register Add Service Device is plugged in 
     Unregister Remove Service Device is plugged out 
     Execute Run Service Downloading is completed 

 
The Register service event is composed of EventType, 

AppID, Service name, Directory, Initial class name, and 
Parameters. It is used to refer to an application as a 
substitution of an AIT table. The AppID is an application 
identifier which is mapped to an Xlet and used as a key for 
distinguishing and managing the Xlet in the AM.   

Table II shows the details of fields included in a Register 
service event. 

TABLE II 

DETAILS OF REGISTER SERVICE EVENT 

Event Meaning Example 

  EventType Service event type Register 
  AppID Application identifier  

 (organization id, 
 application id) 

(0x01, 0x01) 

Service name Home networking service name Home Security 
Directory Base directory / 
Initial class 

name 
Class implementing the Java 
TV Xlet interface 

HSSXlet 

  Parameters Parameters for running a Xlet null 

 
The Unregister service event and the Execute service event 

consist of EventType and AppID. 
The SP downloads a service Xlet relevant to the Register 

service event, and requests the AM to run the new Xlet using 
the Execute service event. After checking the usage status with 
respect to graphics, memory, Xlet running status and so on, the 
AM destroys the current running Xlet, if necessary, and then 
runs the Xlet. 

It should be noted that whenever the SB detects a device 
plug-out, it notifies the plug-out to the SP, and the SP sends 
the Unregister service event to the AM. The AM removes the 
service Xlet using AppID. 

Figure 4 shows the working model of the home security 
service (HSS) between an ACAP receiver and a home server.  

The HSS may include USB cameras and IEEE1394 cameras.  
The USB and IEEE1394 is not a middleware, so they can not 
be directly connected to the UMB-Core.  
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Fig. 4. Working model of home security service 

 
In the UMB, they are connected to the UPnP adaptor through 

the UPnP-USB proxy or the UPnP-1394 proxy. The UPnP-USB 
proxy is used to map USB devices into virtual devices connected 
to the UPnP network, and the UPnP-1934 proxy is also used to 
map IEEE1394 devices [3]. 

When a signal is detected from a sensor, the SB provides 
information on the availability of a service related to the sensor 
to the SP, and it finds the appropriate HSS Xlet from the SDM 
and launches the corresponding HSS server. The SP downloads 
the HSS Xlet, and the AM launches the HSS Xlet to 
communicate with the HSS server, and performs the home 
security service by delivering control commands to the UPnP 
adaptor through the UMB-Core.  

The HSS interconnects two types of middleware such as 
LonwWorks middleware for control sensors and UPnP 
middleware for AV devices through the UMB. 

For home networked devices without an ACAP middleware, 
metadata and media streaming are used to provide data 
broadcasting services based on the ACAP middleware.  

Two UMB services called the ACAP server and the ACAP 
player are defined for interoperability of ACAP services. The 
ACAP server is launched at the ACAP receiver’s boot time and 
runs as a kind of daemon process, while the ACAP player is 
launched by the user at any time in home networked devices. As 
described in Figure 1, the ACAP server has three components 
named as the video manager, graphics manager, and event 
manager, to support interoperability of ACAP data broadcasting 
services. These components are activated when the ACAP 
player is connected. As their counterparts, the video hander, 
graphics handler, and event hander in the ACAP player are 
invoked at the same time.  

When a home networked device wants to receive ACAP data 
broadcasting services, the ACAP player is launched and finds 
the ACAP server through an SSDP discovery message and sends 
metadata for session initialization. The metadata contains 
graphics resolution, video format, and transport protocol.  

Figure 5 shows the working model for interoperability of 
ACAP services between an ACAP receiver and a home 
networked device. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Working  model  of ACAP data broadcasting services 

 
The video manager captures MPEG-2 transport stream (TS) 

packets from a tuner; stores them in the TS buffer; trans-codes 
them, if necessary; and then subsequently transmits them to the 
video handler via a transport protocol such as HTTP or RTSP.  

In addition, it sends coordinates of the location of the video 
display.  

The video handler demuxes and filters AV streams from 
transmitted MPEG-2 TS packets, and reproduces AV images 
after adjusting coordinates of the video display in proportion 
to graphics resolution. The filtered AV streams are decoded by 
a video decoder and an audio decoder.  

The graphics manager creates bitmapped images from the 
frame buffer whenever the Xlet abstract window toolkit 
(AWT) root container is changed; scales them down the home 
networked device’s graphics resolution; and then sends them 
to the graphics handler.  

The Java TV Xlet, known as an ACAP-J application, must 
obtain a root container for drawing its widgets from HAVi UI. 
The top level user interface container for ACAP applications is 
represented by the org.havi.ui.HScene class. The Xlet’s root 
container is added to the ACAP receiver’s root window and 
the repaint method is called to redraw its root container 
whenever some changes are occurred in its own root window. 
The graphics manager monitors the root window whether it is 
changed or not. If changes are detected, then the graphics 
manager creates a 32-bit ARGB bitmapped image and 
transmits it to the graphics handler after resizing it in 
compliance with the home network device’s graphics 
resolution. The graphics handler displays the transmitted 
images for the data broadcasting service. 

The ACAP receiver receives key events from a remote 
controller. Inputted key events, excluding special keys defined 
in the org.havi.ui.event.HRcEvent class, are mapped to Java 
AWT KeyEvents and processed. A remote controller is often 
used as a general and unique input device for the ACAP 
receiver, while a keyboard can be used as an input device in 
home networked devices. In addition, most broadcasted 
applications use four color keys, defined in HAVi UI, such as 
red, green, yellow, and blue colors. The four color keys are 
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mapped to functional keys such as F1, F2, F3, and F4 between 
the ACAP receiver and the home networked device. Thus, the 
user can input various kinds of keys including color keys using 
a keyboard for the home networked device. 

The Java TV Xlet usually registers user event listeners or 
key listeners to monitor its own interesting events using ACAP 
middleware’s User Event mechanism aw well as the general 
Java AWT Key Event mechanism. 

For interoperability of ACAP data broadcasting services, 
the event handler catches user events inputted by the keyboard, 
and transmits their key codes to the event manager. In this case, 
the functional keys such as F1~F4 are converted to the mapped 
color key codes before they are transmitted. The event 
manager fires user events or Java AWT Key events using the 
fireUserKey() API of the Event Manager defined in the ACAP 
middleware. If the Xlet AWT root container is changed, the 
graphics manager creates a new bitmapped image and sends it 
to the graphics handler. The graphics handler redraws it over 
the display area of the video stream. Therefore, the user is 
informed of the change in the Xlet’s user interface. 

 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Figure 6 illustrates the overall configuration of the prototype 
system for interoperability of home networking and data 
broadcasting services.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Overall configuration of the prototype system  

 
The prototype system consists of an ACAP receiver, a home 

server, and a home networked device.  
The ACAP receiver extracts information from MPEG-2 

transport stream packets transmitted through digital terrestrial 
broadcasting. It not only launches data broadcasting services, 
but also runs home networking services by communcating with 
the home server. The home server controls and monitors 
heterogeneous home networked devices, using the UMB stack, 
connected to home networks such as UPnP, IEEE1394, USB, 
and PLC networks. 

In order to seamlessly converge data broadcasting and home 
networking services, we applied the Java TV Xlet interface 
and HAVi UI to home networking services. 

So as to clarify the behavior of home networking services, 
we constructured a miniature version of testbed with digital 
appliances such as lights, valves, camera, sensors, etc. 

 

Figure 7 shows the testbed for the home networking services 
and a  screenshot of the home security service. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Testbed and screenshot of home security service  

 
The home security service uses sensors and camera, and it is 

thus automatically launched when a  signal is detected by a 
certain sensor. It then renders camera images based on the 
location of the sensor using the UPnP adaptor with the UPnP-
USB proxy or the UPnP-1394 proxy. In Figure 7, it shows the 
home security service invoked in the porch with a USB camera 
and an infrared sensor. 

In addition, in order to effectively provide data broacasting 
services, it is necessary to support 32-bit color and 256-level 
transluency so as to achive blending and transparency effects 
with graphics and images. As a home networked device for 
presenting data broadcasting services, we used a set-top box 
similar to an ACAP receiver excluding both the ACAP 
middleware and the digital terrestrial tuner. Currently, only 
MPEG-2 TS over HTTP is supported for media streaming. 

We have implemented the ACAP middleware and the UMB 
on a Linux operating system, and adopted a C virtual machine 
(CVM) as a Java virtual machine.  

V.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented architecture for interoperability 
of data broadcasting and home networking services between an 
ACAP receiver and home networked devices.  We evaluated 
the feasibility of the proposed architecture through the ACAP 
middleware and the UMB. In addition to AV streaming such 
as DLNA among an ACAP receiver and home networked 
devices, the proposed architecture provides a mechanism to 
support interoperability of ACAP data broadcasting services. 

The proposed architecture will offer a highly flexible 
solution for interoperability problems that would arise from 
the process of converging data broadcasting and home 
networking technologies in the future home network 
environment. Future work includes extension of media formats 
and compatibility of DLNA/UPnP media streaming. 
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